How TinyMCE Helped HYPE Innovation Cut Support Tickets by 50%

CASE STUDY

Simon Reinhardt, Senior Software Developer, HYPE Innovation

“It was easy to integrate TinyMCE into our software and customize it to our needs. If you go for a rich text editor, this one is the industry standard. You can’t go wrong picking TinyMCE.”
HYPE Innovation produces software that helps innovation managers to identify, develop, and realize opportunities aligned with strategic initiatives—from trend scouting to idea management and partnering to innovation portfolio management.

WHAT WE PROVIDED

A sophisticated rich text editor with lots of plugin options

- PowerPaste Plugin
- An adaptable, customizable solution

50%
Less support tickets related to text editing after installing TinyMCE

20+
Developer days saved per year

Challenges

CONSISTENT FORMATTING ACROSS PLATFORMS FOR COMPLEX SOFTWARE

As a software developer for HYPE Innovation, Simon Reinhardt had a problem: his team kept receiving support tickets for the rich text editor his company used in their software. In particular, customers were having problems when they tried to copy and paste their text from Microsoft Word or a different software into their editor.

Fixing these issues and managing the support tickets was time consuming for his developers and their support team, not to mention expensive for his company. Simon knew he needed to upgrade to a sophisticated rich text editor that was flexible and would support copying and pasting text from different platforms without affecting formatting.

In addition, HYPE Innovation’s software is also quite sophisticated, so Simon needed a text editor that was customizable and could be adjusted to fit their software without making too many changes while still serving all of their customers’ needs.
“Our editor wasn’t very good at keeping the formatting right. We reached a point where we received another support request and thought, what else can we do? Should we continue investing in this? It was too expensive for us to keep working on it.”

Solution

A FLEXIBLE, RICH TEXT EDITOR THAT SOLVED THEIR PROBLEMS

Simon analyzed the market and compared all the editors on offer. He quickly realized that out of all the rich text editors available, TinyMCE was the only one that fully supported copying and pasting text from Microsoft Word and other platforms into their text editor without changing the formatting, thanks to TinyMCE’s PowerPaste plugin.

Plus, Simon saw that TinyMCE would integrate well into their sophisticated software without needing many alterations. It had the flexibility, customizability and the scalability his team needed.

Simon also appreciated TinyMCE’s customizability: HYPE Innovation’s software is available in many languages, including Arabic—written from right to left—and TinyMCE already supported that. His team had also made their software accessible to people with disabilities, and TinyMCE supported that too.

Plus, TinyMCE included additional features that HYPE Innovation couldn’t offer before and it integrated seamlessly into their existing software without causing a disruption for their users. Their customers could enjoy a better user experience without having to adjust to the new text editor.

“I was glad TinyMCE had solutions for all of these unique needs we had. I guess if you’ve been on the market for so long and you’re the market leader, like Tiny is, then you’ve already come across most of these things before, and you’ve already come up with the solutions. But I was surprised it worked so easily.”
Results
50% LESS TEXT EDITING SUPPORT TICKETS

Now, Simon sees half as many support tickets as he did before making the switch over to TinyMCE. He’s glad to have a solid, good-looking text editor that’s both customizable and easy to maintain. Because TinyMCE is the industry standard, many customers have already used it with other software and are familiar with it, which makes the experience even easier for them.

Using TinyMCE has also saved HYPE Innovation time and resources compared to developing and maintaining their own tool. Simon calculates that TinyMCE is saving them 20 developer days per year, freeing up their time and budget to focus on more important things.

On top of that, TinyMCE continues to release new plugins and bring even more features and functionality to their platform, which helps HYPE Innovation push ahead of their competition.

“Just reducing the number of support tickets has been great. If there are fewer problems to solve, then I can focus on developing new features for our software and helping to push us ahead of our competitors. That’s the most important part for me.”
Create your own custom text solutions with Tiny.

Customize your software with a flexible, rich text editor that’s easy for you to integrate and even easier for your customers to use.

CONTACT US AT START@TINY.CLOUD TO GET STARTED